Directions to Chewton Mendip School.
From Bristol.
Take the A 37 signposted to Wells. Follow this road passing through Temple Cloud and
Farrington Gurney. As you go up a steep hill from Farrington Gurney the A37 branches left,
KEEP STRAIGHT ON on the A39 following the sign to Wells.
* The next village you come to is Chewton Mendip. As you drive down the hill into the village you
see a shop on your right. The school is a few metres further on from the shop on the right and
next door-but-one to the Waldegrave Arms. Drive past the school and indicate right, turn into
the small lane on the right called Church Lane,** which has a pink house on one corner and a
barn conversion on the other corner.
Park at the top of this lane by the church or next to the playing field, walk back down the lane
to the gate leading into the school grounds.
From Bath
Follow the A367 signposted to Radstock/Wells. Follow this road to Radstock and continue along
the A367 following the signs to Stratton-on-the-Fosse/Shepton Mallet.
Just before Stratton-on-the-Fosse you will come to a roundabout by the White Heart Pub. Go
round this and take the exit to Chilcompton B3139. Continue along this road until you come to a
T junction by the Odd Down Inn. Turn right here along the A37 through Ston Easton to the
A39. Turn left and follow the instructions from * above.
From Wells
Take the A39 signposted to Bristol. Continue until you reach Chewton Mendip.
On entering the village the road has woods on both sides making it very dark, the road narrows
and there is a footbridge overhead. As you come out of the shade there is a school sign on your
left, indicate left and turn into the next lane on your left Church Lane. Follow instructions
from ** above.

Please do NOT park in the pub car park.

